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Abstract

Indole-3-butyric acid (IBA) greatly enhanced the rooting of an early-flowering variety of protea, Leucadendron
discolor, but had very little effect on a late-flowering variety . IBA transport and metabolism were studied
in both varieties after incubating the cuttings in 3 H-IBA. More of the radio-label was transported to the
leaves of the easy-to-root variety than the difficult-to-root (35-45% and 10%, respectively) . IBA was
metabolized rapidly by the cuttings of both varieties and after 24 h most of the label was in the new metabolite .
However, free IBA (about 10%) was present in the cuttings during the whole period up to the time of root
emergence (4 weeks). More free IBA was accumulated in the base of easy-to-root cuttings, while in the
difficult-to-root variety most of the IBA was found in the leaves . The metabolite was identified tentatively
as an ester conjugate with a glucose . It is possible that IBA-glucose serves as a source for free IBA, and the
difference between the varieties is a consequence of the free IBA which is released, transported and
accumulated in the site of a root formation .

Introduction

The family Proteaceae includes some species and
cultivars which have a large potential as commer-
cial flowers for export . One of the main problems of
these plants is that they are difficult to root, and
special methods have to be developed for their
vegetative propagation . Indole-3-butyric acid
(IBA) was used to promote rooting in some dif-
ficult-to-root species of protea [4, 11] . At present
one can find varieties and cultivars which do not
root even after treatment with IBA, which respond
to IBA treatment during only part of the growing
season, or produce roots on only a fraction of the
cuttings which are treated. Relatively few studies
have been conducted on the metabolism and trans-
port of IBA by plants or cuttings . Andreae and
Good [1, 2] reported that pea sections converted
IBA to compounds which had chromatographic
properties similar to those of IBA-aspartic acid
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(IBAsp), IAA aspartic acid and IAA. They
concluded that IBA was converted by #3-oxidation
to IAA and that both IBA and IAA (formed from
the applied IBA) were conjugated to aspartic acid
by pea sections . Fawcett et al . [9] found that
indolealkenecarboxylic acids with even chain
lengths were converted in the plant to the acetate,
and those with odd chain lengths resulted primarily
in the propionate . Epstein and Lavee [6]
demonstrated the conversion of IBA to IAA in
cuttings of grapevine and olive . IBA was identified
in cypress, tobacco and corn tissues by GC/MS [7,
8]. The work on IBA transport and metabolism is
very limited . Only recently Wiesman et al . [16, 17]
investigated these subjects using mung bean cut-
tings which root in 5 days, and the studies were
therefore limited to a period of 3 days . Wiesman
and Epstein [15] compared the metabolism and
transport of IBA in easy- and difficult-to-root
varieties of olive, but the study was limited to the
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